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ntil now, most dentures look unnatural.
Not anymore with our new Lifelike Denture System. In fact, no one will ever know

you’re even wearing these dentures unless you tell them.
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self-esteem, as well as a new found pleasure in chewing.
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Don’t let dentures put a damper on your life.

Select the system that
best matches
your personality
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LOOK BETTER. The new lifelike dentures
are designed to give you a unique smile that fits you
exactly. It’s a smile you’ll be thrilled to share.
CHEW BETTER. Patented design
for ease of chewing. Enjoy meals again

Perfect

with these patented dentures.
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Florida law requires the patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination
or treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted or reduced fee service, examination or treatment.
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